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OFFICE OF THE MUNICIPAL CORPORATION, KORBA (C.G.)
Detail Estimate AßSTRA1

of Work:-Constructionof R.C.C. Drain & C.C. Paver Block Road Work Under Ward No. 24s per Sor :-Schedule of Rates Public Works Department[ PWD BUILDING 01-01-2015]
|SN TEM DESCRIPTION
RExeavat infor alltypes and sizes of foundations, trenches and

6

drains or for any other purpose including disposal of excavated
stuff upto 1.5 m lift and lead upto 50m (at least Sm away from
the excavated area), including dressing and leveling of pits.
In AllTypes of soil

|Filling from available excavated stuff (Excluding rock) in
trenches,, plinth, sides of foundation etc. in layers not|

3 exceeding 20cm in depth consolidating each deposited layer by
ramming and watering with a lead upto 50 M. and lift upto 1.5
M.

|Providing and filling in plinth with sand/ Crusher dust and hard
moorum under floor in layers not exceeding 20cm in depth
consolidating each deposited layer by ramming and watering.|
|including dressing etc.complete.

|Providing and laying nominal mix cement concrete with crushed
|stone aggregate using concrete mixer in foundation, plinth and at
ground level excluding cost of form work.

1:3:6(1 cement:3coarse sand:6 graded stone aggregate 40mm
|nominal size).

1:1½:3 (1 cement : 1½ coarse sand: 3 graded stone aggregate|
|20mm nominal size).

NLBHID

12.65 Providing & laying 60mm thick precast interlocking|
concrete blocks of approved size (approx 305 sqem) and shape/
|patterm, over 40 mm thick average complete coarse sand bed with
joints of 3mm thick filled by fine sand including leveling with
surface vibrator, temping and sweeping etc. complete of
minimum compressive strength of 250 kg/sq.cm
Pigment Coloured (rubber mould) precast interlock concrete
blocks

Providing and laying nominal mix reinforcement cement concrete
with crushed stone aggregate using concrete mixer in all works
upto floor five level excluding cost of reinforcement and form
work.
|1:1%:3 (1 cement : 1 coarse sand : 3 graded stone aggregate
20mm nominal size).

Extra for precast PCC/ RCCwork of any mix including form
work, hoisting and fixing in Cement Mortar. 1:2 (1 Cement : 2
coarse sand) and finishing with cement plaster in Cement Mortar
1:3 (1 Cement :3 coarse sand) but excluding reinforcement.

Qty Unit Rate Amount

138.10 Cum 185.00

30.38 Cum 65.00 1974.80

64.75

51.24

13.75

497.87

2.63

25548.13

Cum 371.00 24021.88

Cum2970.00 152173.89

Cum 4073.00 55987.46

sqm 632.00 314653.84

Cum4163.00 10927.88



AITEM DESCRIPTION

viding andplacing in position reinforcement for R.C.C. work
cluding straightening, cutting, bending, binding etc. complete

las r drawings including cost of binding wire all complete:

Thermaechanically treated bars

|Providing and fixing formwork including centering, shuttering,

strutting, staging. propping bracing etc. complete and including
its removal at all levels, for:

Foundations, footings, base of columns and plinth beam in any

shape and size.

12 Carriage by mechanical transport upto 5 km lead:

Earth

Sub Engineer
Municipal Corporation

Korba (C.G.)

NLB| H/D Qty

0.63

Unit Rate
Cum 469.00

119.104| kg 54.50

51.24 Cum

Amount

16.10 Sqm 139.00 2237.90

Asst. Engineer

295.47

Municipal Corporation
Korba (C.G.)

6491.17

111.00

TOTAL AMMOUNTI599999.72

Say Amount Rs. 600000.00

5687.31


